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LIFE   SKILL:   PERSONAL   RESPONSIBILITY   
The   upcoming   field   trip   to   the   Waste   Management   facility   kicks   off   discussion   on   the   big  
question:   what   can   I   do   to   reduce,   recycle   and   reuse?  

● Are   there   materials   in   the   school   that   can   be   reused   or   repurposed?   
● What   can   I   do   to   reduce   the   amount   of   waste   products   that   I   now   throw   away?   How  

about   using   refillable   bottles?   
● What   can   I   do   to   contribute   to   greening   the   planet?   How   about    Adopting   a   Plant .   

 
Find    teachable   moments    to   talk   about   RRR   with   students:   What   can   I   do   to   take   responsibility  
to   protect   the   environment   by   recycling,   reducing   and   reusing.   
 
With   Royce   and   Greg’s   leadership,   we’ll   identify   a   school-wide   campaign   on   sustainability.  
 

                                                                        
 
Keep   in   Mind  

● Do   a    uniform   check    at   the   start   of   every   class.   Students   are   expected   to   be   in   uniform  
(grey   pants,   white   shirt,   tie)   every   day   but   Friday.   Those   out   of   uniform   should   be   sent  
to   Ms.   Cheng.   Consistent   enforcement   will   help   ensure   compliance.   Courtney   will   be  
directed   to   support   school   uniform   policy.  

● Food    is   not   permitted   in   classrooms.   Monitor   classes   to   ensure   they   comply   with  
policy.   Send   chronic   offenders   to   Ms.   Cheng.   

● There   is   zero   tolerance   for   poor    punctuality .   Be   sure   to   require   a   late   slip.   Chronic  
offenders   should   come   to   the   attention   of   Owen   and   Ms.   Cheng.   

● Waterloo   recycling   facility   visit   is    Wednesday,   February   26 .     The   a�ernoon   will   be  
devoted   to   a   sustainability   and   plant   potting   activity.   It’s   about    thyme !     ↘  

                                               
● The   first    Progress   Report    of   the   semester   is   to   be   completed   before   the   end   of   day   on  

Friday.    If   there   are   any   issues   with   the   new   format,   let   us   know.    
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Sign   of   the   Times  
“It   used   to   be   easy   to   spot   an   adult.   They   mowed   lawns   in   the   yards   of   homes   they  
owned   -   they   could   even   fix   the   lawnmower.   Now,   not   so   much.   Millenials   are   largely  
priced   out   of   the   housing   market,   starting   families   later   and   using   smartphone   aps   to  
outsource   life’s   basic   tasks.   
 
The   old   markings   of   adulthood   clearly   signalled   independence,   but   today’s   youth   are  
struggling   with   the   concept,   having   lost   traditional   barometers.   Maybe   they’ll   recover  
something   in   academia.   This   year,   one   of   the   most   popular   classes   at   UC   Berkeley  
covers   “adulting”,   preparing   students   for   the   responsibilities   of   growing   up,   teaching  
everything   from   sticking   to   a   budget   to   cooking   meals.   
 
It’s   tempting   to   scoff   at   students   who   need   a   class   to   decipher   nutritional   labels   or  
balance   a   chequebook.   But   critics   can’t   deny   that   the   demand   is   real.   These   life-skills  
classes   are   popping   up   everywhere   from   university   campuses   to   local   libraries.   There’s  
an   entire   cottage   industry   helping   young   adults   drop   the   modifier   and   become   adults.  
The   question   we   have   to   ask   is:   why   now?  
 
As   kids   grow   up,   they   look   to   their   strongest   role   models   to   determine   what   “adulting”  
means.   Parents   say   they   want   to   raise   caring,   independent   children   and   they   want   them  
to   become   compassionate,   self-sufficient   adults.   When   I   ask   how   kids   spend   most   of  
their   time,   the   list   parents   rattle   off   sounds   more   like   a   resume   of   a   West   Point   applicant  
than   the   extracurriculars   of   a   high   school   student   aiming   for   self-reliance.   
We’re   optimizing   kids’   time   so   they   can   succeed   in   the   future   job   market   -   but   we’re   not  
teaching   them   to   grow   up…”.    (Craig   Kielburger,   co-founder   of   the   WE   Movement)  
 
While   the   reasons   may   vary   in   the   case   of   international   students,   the   result   are  
the   same.   They   lack   life   skills   and   they   are   not   self-reliant   enough.   These   factors  
outweigh   academics   in   importance   for   success   in   university   and   beyond.   As  
adults,   we   have   an   obligation   to   help   by   being   role   models   and   by   finding  
teachable   moments   to   talk   to   students   about   the   importance   of   life   skills   and  
self-reliance.   
 

Friday :   First   Progress   Report   of   the   semester  
Monday:    Staff   Meeting   a�er   school  

Tuesday:    Collaborative   Conference  
Thursday :   Guidance   time  

Tell   me   and   I   forget.   Teach   me   and   I   remember.   Involve   me   and   I   learn.  
Benjamin   Franklin  
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